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The Teknatool SuperNova2 Chuck is Nova 
Quality and Innovative Design thinking, 
right down to the smallest component.

Composite Backing Plate
The SuperNova2 has a fully sealed backing 
plate made from Duracon 25 composite, which 
is reinforced with glass fibers. The backing 
plate also has a 24 position spindle index.

Powerful
Special ‘Tuff Lock’ gearing is hardened and
designed with a wide, open formed tooth 
that gives a fast smooth action and 
unshakeable grip. The extra holding 
strength and stability decreases vibration.

Auto Stop
SuperNOVA2 Chuck comes with auto 
safety stop feature built into the jaw slide, 
meaning jaw slides can’t project beyond 
the chuck body.

Copper Impregnated
Copper impregnated material aids hardness and 
wear resistance. Copper has outstanding qualities 
as an anti-seize and low friction agent. The copper 
is fused into the material to acheive the highest 
mechanical properties.

Easy Grip Handle
Comfortable to use, large grip makes it
easy to tighten and loosen chuck jaws.

Captured Pinion
Allen head pinion is captured into the 
chuck body delivering high quality, easy 
to use performance with positive and
quick locking. Reference rotation arrows
allow quick view for locking direction.

One Handle Pivot Action
Unique soft touch pivot action handle can 
swivel away, preventing collision with either 
the lathe or the turning.

Precision Fit and Long Life
Large strong section guideways, with strong 
6mm slideway tongue. Large surface area for 
long term bearing surface wear and resistance.

Common Jaw Fixing
All Nova Chucks use the same jaw fixing 
method, meaning appropriate accessory 
jaws can be fitted across the range to any 
NOVA Chuck.

Woodturning Jaw Profile
Designed especially so that the holding jaws cut 
into the wood and grip firmly in the contraction 
mode, and provide high tear out strength. Some 
chucks use an engineering profile (designed to 
hold hard material like steel) or rounded profiles, 
which just crush the wood fibers without digging in 
and holding securely.

High Tensile Strength
SuperNOVA2 Chuck is made from high
quality machine steel for optimum tensile 
strength and wear. SuperNOVA2 Chuck

Super Precision, Superior 
Holding Power


